
“. . . looks like new inside and almost no wear!
I have some diehard fans of competitor’s oil

switching over to AMSOIL now.”

“The difference I’ve noticed since
switching to AMSOIL has been

reduced engine wear, no oil blow-by
and faster acceleration.”

“Without a doubt there are no better
lubrication or filtration products
than those offered by AMSOIL.”

“It doesn’t take long for the savings to
add up from the extra protection you
receive from all AMSOIL products.” 
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2 RACE TESTIMONIALS

. . . I was able to convince the #0 car and the #4 car to
switch to AMSOIL and for the first time in three years
they had no engine failures . . .

. . . I believe in AMSOIL so much that I use AMSOIL
15W-40 to power my 2000 Ford F-250 diesel
superduty truck . . . AMSOIL is not just important to
my racecar, it is important to all my vehicles.”

- Frank Melillo
Tom Swamp Racing

Hamden, CT

“We went through
another season, 
our third, without any
engine problems. No
other car can even come
close to matching that
record . . .
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“The one issue we never have to deal with is
engine failure. We feel certain that our consistency
is in large part due to our use of AMSOIL prod-
ucts. As third generation racers we know the
importance of using high-quality, dependable
products and AMSOIL is unquestionably unsur-
passed in that catagory. We are always proud to
display the AMSOIL logo on our cars.”

- Scott Adema
Hurricane Racing 

Fort Myers, FL 

“This motor had two and a half years
of racing on it . . . When the engine
came apart this past winter, the inside
was just spotless with no sign of
excessive wear. Needless to say,
there was no way I was going to
change to a different brand of oil after
seeing the inside of the motor.
AMSOIL is the only oil for us.”

- Mark Benner
Spoiled Brat Racing

Fisherville, Ontario
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“Your 20W-50 Synthetic Racing Oil is awesome. Off road
racing in Baja with an air-cooled engine is a true torture
test for oil. AMSOIL held up extremely well in our car.”

- Douglas Powell
Team Powell

Wilsonville, OR

“I was skeptical at best. I have
been a racer for 34 years and it
was going to be hard to change
my mind. To say I was surprised
by AMSOIL’s performance would
be an understatement. Let’s just
say I’ve become a total believer.”

- Ron Baciak
Baciak Racing

Norway, MI

“Hallgen Brothers Racing has been
using AMSOIL products in our off
road race truck for four years.
Every year, we push the truck
harder and harder.  Every
year, the AMSOIL prod-
ucts in the truck perform
flawlessly . . . The searing
heat, revving the engine
to 8500 rpm, the mud,
the rain, whatever the
conditions, AMSOIL
performs.”

- Jeff Hallgren
Hallgren Brothers Racing

Kewaunee, WI
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“We have had remarkable
results from using AMSOIL

lubricants and would never con-
sider using any other brand of
oil . . . In Las Vegas we lost an oil
line and all the oil in the engine,
the only damage was to the
crank and main bearings . . .

Even our used AMSOIL looks
cleaner than other products.”

- Jeff Hodgson
JGH Motorsports

Edmonton, Alberta

“All the AMSOIL products are
awesome. The AMSOIL 2-Cycle
Oil lubricates extremely well. In
the last 20 years of building and
maintaining engines, I have not
seen an oil that reduces wear and
carbon build-up like your 2-Cycle
Oil.  I am very impressed.”

- Joe Gregorek
Personal Watercraft Racer

Austin, TX

“I am very, very pleased with AMSOIL products.
They have helped with the temps in both the
rear end and transmission. AMSOIL also helps
cool the motor down faster after each round.
One big thing, I had no breakdowns. To a small
budget racer like me, this means a lot.”

- Ed Lee
Lee’s Racing

Syreston, MO
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“Having used AMSOIL in the past and knowing the quality of the
product, it was an easy choice that I was going to use AMSOIL 15W-
40 Synthetic Heavy Duty Diesel and Marine Motor Oil in the high per-
formance diesel pulling tractor my partner and I were building. The
engine would be running twice the stock RPM and over five times
the factory horsepower. The turbo itself cost thousands of dollars,
and we had to have the best protection from the finest oil that was

“Not only did our newly built full size SUV perform better than expected
using your oil, coolant, transmission fluid and filters, but with your Octane
Boost added to our unleaded gas, we were able to push the truck to its
limit and beyond. No breakdowns or failures. With that kind of confidence
in our truck and your products, we feel that we can be more competitive”

- Eldon M. Coats
C&C Off-Road Racing

Grants Pass, OR

available. Not only did AMSOIL fit
the bill for quality protection, but the
added horsepower we gained from
reduced friction was just icing on
the proverbial cake.” 

- John Barker
Barker and Bowman Pulling Team

Woodbury, TN
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“At this level of performance, products that
are less than perfect become very apparent
and fail rapidly. We use AMSOIL because
we can’t afford to use less than the best.”

- Dave Palmer
Performance Racing

Portland, OR

“Again, AMSOIL products worked flawlessly in our sleds
and vehicles. We especially like the tried and true AMSOIL
2-Cycle Oil. It burns clean, leaves a good film coating on
engine parts and is convenient to use.”

- Jim and Greg Walen
Walen Brothers Racing

Hammond, WI

“We believe AMSOIL has given
us the reliability to be able to
finish in the top 5 in most races
and to have a chance at winning.”

- Sam Williams
Rusty Williams Motorsports

Owensboro, KY
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